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ABSTRACT

In Federated Learning, model training is performed across multiple computing devices, where only
parameters are shared with a common central server without exchanging their data instances. This
strategy assumes abundance of resources on individual clients and utilizes these resources to build
a richer model as users’ models. However, when the assumption of the abundance of resources is
violated, learning may not be possible as some nodes may not be able to participate in the process.
In this paper, we propose a sparse form of federated learning that performs well in a Resource
Constrained Environment. Our goal is to make learning possible, regardless of a node’s space,
computing, or bandwidth scarcity. The method is based on the observation that model size viz a viz
available resources defines resource scarcity, which entails that reduction of the number of parameters
without affecting accuracy is key to model training in a resource-constrained environment. In this
work, the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis approach is utilized to progressively sparsify models to encourage
nodes with resource scarcity to participate in collaborative training. We validate Equitable-FL on
the MNIST , F −MNIST , and CIFAR− 10 benchmark datasets, as well as the Brain−MRI
data and the PlantV illage datasets. Further, we examine the effect of sparsity on performance,
model size compaction, and speed-up for training. Results obtained from experiments performed
for training convolutional neural networks validate the efficacy of Equitable-FL in heterogeneous
resource-constrained learning environment.

Keywords Federated Learning · Lottery Ticket Hypothesis · Sparse Models · sparsifying · CNN

1 Introduction

Centralized supervised and unsupervised machine/deep learning algorithms have achieved state-of-the-art performance
in domains like speech recognition, natural language processing and computer vision ( [1], [2], [3]). However, these
models require localizing training data on a central repository/pool [3]. In application domains like healthcare, military
and space communication that feature sensitive and private data, this localization of sensitive data on a central repository
is not feasible as data owners are uncomfortable sharing their sensitive data. In this way, even though data is available
with the data owners, its utilization in training state-of-the-art deep learning models is restricted ( [4], [5] [6]). Federated
learning (FL) overcomes this limitation by allowing the data owners to retain/not share their sensitive data and still
be able to participate in collaborative training to obtain a workable global model [7]. This setup has a global server
and several participating clients/data owners/organizations. The data available with the individual clients are retained,
and local models are trained at the client level. The knowledge obtained at the client level is then communicated to
the global server that, in some sense aggregates this knowledge and sends it back to the participating clients. The
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participating clients then resume their training starting with these aggregated knowledge. This communication of
local knowledge from participating clients to the global server and the subsequent transfer of aggregated knowledge
from the global server to the participating clients constitutes one communication round. The overview of this setup
is highlighted in Figure 1. In this way, the otherwise non-usable data (due to the reluctance of data owners to
share their data with the central pool) participates in model training without compromising security and privacy ( [6], [8]).

Several approaches are proposed to train deep learning models in the federated setup. Specifically, these approaches fall
in one of the three settings - vertical setup, horizontal setup and hybrid setup depending on what information is shared
among the clients [9]. In the horizontal setup, the feature space is shared among all the clients and the sample space is
divided. Vertical setup divides the feature space among the clients and retains the sample space; hybrid setup is a mix of
vertical and horizontal setup and allows sharing of feature and sample space among the participating clients. Each
of these settings has its challenges. In the horizontal setup, the clients with large samples may start to dominate the
collaborative training. In the vertical setup, the main challenge is to unify the information in the disjoint feature spaces
and perform domain adaptation at the client level. A hybrid setup may have both these limitations. In addition, little
attention is given to regularizing the network (in terms of total trainable parameters) to accelerate federated learning
( [9], [6]). This reduction in the network size is important, as the participating clients have limited energy resources
available for training the local model. Moreover, the network’s reduced size, parameter space, latency, and associated
communication cost can reduce [9].

Most federated learning-based approaches use dense models to train state-of-the-art models; these approaches assume
that all the neurons in the network are significant in learning feature representations and should fire. However,
with the reduced sample spaces, particularly in the horizontal and hybrid setting, this assumption may not hold [9].
Consequently, dense networks in these settings are prone to overfit the training data [10]. The parameter space remains
high dimensional and adversely affects the total communication cost across multiple rounds. Sparse models in the
federated-learning setup can overcome these limitations by learning the generalized feature representations and keeping
the parameter space small [11].

Several sparse models have been proposed in application domains such as computer vision, natural language processing,
computational biology and representation learning to solve tasks like image recognition, feature representation, speech
recognition, image translation and image tagging ( [11], [12], [13], [14]). However, limited attention has been given to
investigating sparsity’s effect on the model’s generalisation capability [15]. Additionally, the sparse models proposed in
the federated learning setup give limited attention to using sparsity for reducing communication costs across multiple
rounds ( [16], [6], [8]).

𝛴
Global Server

Client 1

Client 2

Client 3

Client 4

Client 5

Client 6

Client 7
Client 8

Figure 1: Overview of Federated Learning Architecture. The global server has a connection with all clients.
Clients are equipped with personal data, computation power and training models. They can share updates to the
server for computation of the global model.

This work demonstrates the possibility of training sparse networks that yield good generalization in federated architecture.
We divide the work into three phases. In the first phase, we include only 30% of the total client formation considering
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these clients as highly efficient. Hereupon, training of dense networks continues till the accuracy of the test set stops
increasing. Once the dense network is trained, we enter into the second phase. Now, p% of the smallest-magnitude
weights are sparsed, and the remaining weights are reset with the initial weights. The Lottery ticket hypothesis is as
per [17]. Considering the moderately efficient clients, we include the next 30% of the total client along with previous
ones. Afresh training starts, maintaining the sparsity level of the p-sparse network in federated architecture till validation
performance stops increasing and after reaching the stopping condition for this phase. In the last phase, allowance is
made for the weaker clients and all clients are incorporated. Following the Lottery ticket hypothesis, the network’s
sparsity is now increased. Again, training maintains the new sparsity level. Training stops after obtaining desired
performance. We test our approach with five data sets demonstrating a progressive sparsifying network dealing with
heterogeneous networks. The significant contributions are outlined as follows:

• A novel federated learning framework for the constrained environment with resource heterogeneity that
achieves higher speedup and lower communication overhead in different settings. This is achieved by training
the model through multiple phases of training and sparsification. Nodes with higher heterogeneity score
participate in earlier phases as compared to weaker nodes with lower heterogeneity score.

• Several datasets are formed to support FL under heterogeneous settings. We show a communication overhead
in kilobytes that reduces with the increase in network sparsity.

• A metric to evaluate speedup regarding floating-point operations to quantify the reduction of computations
across clients.

• The model is implemented on the healthcare Brain − MRI image dataset [18] and the PlantV illage
dataset [19], and its efficacy is demonstrated for the resource-scarce heterogeneity FL environment.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the Equitable-FL together with the algorithm. Section
3 discusses experimental conditions such as model architecture and datasets. Section 4 examines the performance of the
suggested model. Section 5 takes the paper to a conclusion.

2 Problem Description

Resource heterogeneity and scarcity are major issues in federated learning, which make the learning environment
inconsistent. For example, a client may have very slow network access, or another may need more computational
capacity to work on a complex model. As a consequence, the participation of a node may become unreliable, or an
active node may drop out anytime. As a result of limitations indicated on each device, only a fraction of the nodes
normally participates in the learning process. Leaving out such straggler nodes may lead to extremely low model
quality. Existing FL approaches are only capable of handling a part of the problems of the paucity of resources and
heterogeneity. Resource scarcity and heterogeneity may lead to node nonparticipation, cause large time delays in model
updates or result in a substantial accuracy-model size tradeoff. Due to limitations on devices and bandwidth limitations
across a potentially large network, a different approach is needed to overcome heterogeneity and resource paucity issues.
It is observed that the main problem is the large model size, which entails the presence of huge computing and memory
on each node for training a model with large number of parameters that need to be updated and exchanged between a
node and the global server. Thus, it is necessary to reduce the number of parameters of a model to match the resource
budget at a node. However, this should not degrade the model quality.

3 Proposed Method

The proposed method is based on the two observations. One, the problems of scarcity and heterogeneity arise due to
large model size and two, it is possible to reduce the model size without compromising model performance. We present
a progressive FL framework with the sparsification strategy for dealing with heterogeneity and resource constraints.
This is achieved by restricting the model complexity by reducing the number of parameters without sacrificing accuracy.
The approach allows training complicated models on any device, regardless of its space, computing, or bandwidth
limitations. The method enables nodes to participate in training when heterogeneity information is known a priori. The
selection of nodes in the Equitable-FL is based on heterogeneity score of a node. Heterogeneity score is the minimum
of resources, computation and storage, on a node and network bandwidth available to the node for communication.
The heterogeneity score reflects the resource bottleneck of a node. Thus, all nodes with high heterogeneity score can
participate in a few first training rounds. Concurrently, the server starts reducing the number of parameters in the global
model to increase its sparsity, encouraging nodes with lower heterogeneity score to participate in training in later phases
when the model becomes sparse.
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3.1 Notation
S.No. Notations Descriptions

1 N Total number of clients
2 k Clients selected for aggregation at Server
3 α Learning rate of the optimizer
4 di Local data at ith client
5 mi Cardinality of local data
6 M Size of k-client data for aggregation
7 (.) Loss function
8 Θ∗ Server’s final weight
9 Θr Server aggregated weight at rth round
10 θir Local weight of ith client at rth round
11 p Amount of Sparcification in percentage
12 prune_rate Ratio for sparsifying weights
13 R[phase] Total number of rounds for distinct phase
14 flag Variable that is a condition for execution of the LTH
15 clients_pool Group of clients with a threshold of heterogeneity score
16 prune_mask Binary mask that disables the gradient flow
17 |Θ| The total number of parameters in weight
18 ||Θ||0 The total number of nonzero parameters in weight

Table 1: Description of different notations used in context to the Equitable-FL.

3.2 Federated Learning

In federated learning, multiple clients train machine learning models collaboratively without exchanging their local
data [20]. The outcome of this technique is a global model available for all clients. In a practical federated learning
system, the global model performs better than the model learned by local training with the same model architecture. FL
can be expressed mathematically as:

Θ∗ = argmin
Θ

k∑
i=1

mi

M
i(Θ) (1)

Here, i(·) expresses the loss of global model parameters Θ on local data at ith client.

3.3 Sparsification

Sparsification is a method to produce sparse neural networks. A vector is k − sparse if its 0 norm is k or it has
no more than k non-zero entries. Similarly, neural networks are classified as sparse or dense when the activation of
neurons within a specific layer is supervised. "Sparse connectivity" is a condition where only a small subset of units are
interlinked. A link with zero weight is effectively unconnected, similar to sparse weights.

We drop the p connections in the neural network once throughout the training stage. This p is calculated as mentioned
in the equation 2.

p = (|Θ| − ||Θ||0) + prune_rate ∗ ||Θ||0 (2)
3.4 Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis is an approach for training neural networks such that a certain subnetwork is reinitialized
and the remaining subnetwork is detached after its conventional training can match the original network’s test accuracy
after training at most the same number of iterations [17]. It focuses on sparsifying weights so that certain sparsed
subnetworks can be retrained to perform similarly to the whole network. [21] stated the lottery ticket hypothesis
as "A randomly-initialized, dense neural network contains a subnetwork that is initialized such that—when trained
in isolation—it can match the test accuracy of the original network after training for at most the same number of
iterations". When the right subnetwork is selected, accuracy is unaffected, while the network size can shrink, evolves
faster, and consumes fewer resources during inference.
3.5 Speed-up

The degree of sparsity decreases the count of floating point operations required for the lighter model.
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Taking sparse model parameters matrix as W and input vector as x. Computing (Transpose(W ) ∗ x) requires
computing only the pointwise product at the indices Wi,j ̸= 0 and xj ̸= 0. Sparsity ensures that floating-point
operations are minimized and reasonably speeds up primitive processors of limited parallelization and cache memory.
Speed-up measures the relative performance of two approaches to the same problem. Speed-up is generally used to
show performance effects after any architecture enhancement. The following formula defines speed-up in floating point
operations(FLOPs):

SFLOPs =
FLOPsdense
FLOPssparse

=
Total number of Parameters

Total number of NonzeroParameters

(3)

3.6 Space-saving

The lossless compression technique reduces the size of data without removing any information. Restoring the file to its
prior state without losing data during decompression is possible. We used RAR as an archive file format for lossless
data compression for file sharing with fewer resources. Space-saving refers to the quantity of space saved as a result of
compression.

SpaceSaving = 1− Size(SparseModel)

Size(DenseModel)
(4)

3.7 Equitable-FL

Algorithm 1 illustrates federated learning with sparse models. This method differs from vanilla federated architecture
and it executes in three phases. It initially allows dense network learning on locals with progressive sparsification later.
Algorithm 2 depicts the server functions. The server communicates with the clients, controls learning, and determines
when to apply the LTH to the parameters. Algorithm 3 depicts the LTH approach used to sparsify weights at the
beginning of the second and third phases on the server side. Each round of client training in a federated framework is
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Figure 2: Overview of the Equitable-FL as detailed in Algorithm 1. The neural network is initially dense; as the
training progresses, the connections between some neurons are dropped, also called sparsifying using the LTH
approach. This process is performed in two phases to make it possible for the participation of clients with low
heterogeneity score.

illustrated in Algorithm 1. Three groups(say clients_pool) of clients are formed according to their resource capacity;
the first group has highly capable clients only, the second group has extra clients with the first group with moderated
capable, and the third or the last group has least capable clients in addition to second group clients. The entire training is
executed in three phases on respective clients_pool. All clients are initially configured with the same Server parameters
(Θo). Then, clients begin training the model using their local data (di). Following training, each client gets its trained
parameters, which are then sent to the server, and the server chooses any k-clients from an n-client set for aggregation.
We chose k = 2 as the value. We refer to client-side training and server-side aggregation as one-round communication.
By aggregating k-selected parameters, the server computes global parameters. This training process for one phase
continues till R[phase] number of rounds. When the client’s training is completed for the first phase, the same procedure
is again followed for the next phases. However this time, sparsity is maintained at the client’s training using the server’s
mask.
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Algorithm 1 LTH training client-side

Require: Θr, α, prune_mask ; Client i : di ∈ D
Outcome: Local ithclient Updates: θir+1

for phase in len(clients_pool) do
set rounds to R[phase]
set r to zero
while(r < rounds) do

for i in clients_pool[phase] do
// local client’s parameter initialization.

1: θir ← Θr

// Training at ithclient on their dataset(di).
2: if phase == "1" then

θir+1 ← θir − α∇(di, θir)
3: else

θir+1 ← θir − α∇(di, θir)⊙ prune_mask

4: Client shares parameters to Server.
end for

end while
end for

Algorithm 2 shows the server-side operation. The server performs differently in three phases. It decides clients
participation in phase-wise training and performs parameter aggregation. For the second and third phases, it applies the
LTH, p% of the smallest-magnitude weights are sparsed, and the remaining weights are reset with the original initial
weights and communicated to all clients. Hereafter, client-server communication is used to update the local models.

Algorithm 2 LTH training server-side

Require: k, flag = 1, prune_rate; Client i : θir
Outcome: Global Parameters: Θ∗

//Server selects k-client parameters from clients_pool.
1: Aggregation:

Θr+1 ← 1
k

∑i=k
i θir

2: Sparsification:
if clients_pool == "High" then

No sparsification
if clients_pool == "Mid" and flag == 1 then

Start sparsifying with prune_rate = p/100
Broadcast prune_mask to Clients
Increment flag by 1

if clients_pool == "Low" and flag == 2 then
Start sparsifying with prune_rate = pnew/100
Broadcast prune_mask to Clients
Increment flag by 1

3: Broadcast to Clients: Θr+1

Sparsifying of the parameters acts by changing 1 to 0 in a binary mask that disables the gradient flow. In the binary
mask, 1 indicates the active weights, while 0 indicates inactive weights. The prune_rate hyperparameter determines the
number of parameters to be sparsed. The prune_mask with dropped weights is computed as illustrated in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 sparsification

Require: weight, prune_rate
Outcome: prune_mask

1: # Count zeroes in aggregated weights at the server.
num_zeros← (weight == 0).sum()
num_nonzeros← weight.count()− num_zeros

2: # Number of parameters to be sparsed.
num_prune← prune_rate ∗ num_nonzeros

3: if num_prune == 0: then
4: return weight.bool()
5: p← num_zeros+ num_prune
6: w, idw ← sort(weight)
7: prune_mask ← weight.bool().int()
8: prune_mask.data.view(−1)[idw[: p]]← 0
9: return prune_mask

10: END

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Dataset Description

We demonstrate the performance of Equitable-FL on three datasets: MNIST , F −MNIST , and CIFAR− 10. The
MNIST dataset is a well-known collection of handwritten digits, while the F −MNIST dataset contains fashion
and lifestyle images. Both datasets, which are used to train various image recognition models, have the same image size
and train-test split. Specifically, these datasets include a training set of 60, 000 samples and a test set of 10, 000 samples.
Each sample is a 28× 28 grayscale image associated with a label from one of the ten distinct classes. In comparison,
the CIFAR− 10 dataset is a subset of the Tiny Images dataset and contains images from 10 classes, comprising 500
training images and 100 testing images for every class; each sample is an RGB 32× 32 pixels image.

Brain−MRI dataset contains 7023 images of human brain MRI to classify the brain into four categories: glioma,
meningioma, no tumour and pituitary. A brain tumour is the growth of abnormal cells in the brain. It can be cancerous
(malignant) or noncancerous (benign). The images in this dataset are different, so we resized the image to an RGB
120 × 120 pixels. Medical information is extremely sensitive and is governed by strict privacy regulations. Also,
medical data is dynamic, and more data becomes available as time passes. Without data centralization, federated
learning enables machine learning models to be trained directly on data sources (such as hospitals and clinics) and
promotes continuous learning. As new knowledge and data evolve, models can change and advance over the iterative
process.

PlantV illage dataset contains 20, 600 leaf images of healthy and diseased plants that are categorized into 15 different
classes, with the size of each image to an RGB 256 × 256 pixels. Data on plants is typically derived from several
demographic circumstances. This variety may improve the machine learning models’ robustness and generalizability.
Data from several sources can be trained through federated learning to acquire more comprehensive learning.

4.2 Model Setup

For our experiments, the Client uses CNN to train and shares the updates to the server for aggregation. We form two
separate scenarios that differ in architectural configurations; dense and sparse. The convolutional, max-pooling, and
fully connected layers are dense in the first configuration. However, in the second configuration, networks are sparsified
by dropping off some of the convolutional and fully connected connections. Generally, two main events are performed
by the server, one is for selecting k-clients, and the other is aggregation for global parameter calculation. Here, the
server has the additional responsibility of sparsifying the network parameters.

4.3 Model training

Model training takes place over multiple phases in which nodes with similar heterogeneity score participate in one
phase. In the initial phase, the model has all parameters and nodes that have high heterogeneity score that have the
capability to train the model and communicate the parameters that participate in the process. At the end of the first
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phase, the trained model is pruned. Nodes with lesser heterogeneity score join the training. This process of progressive
model pruning, onboarding of new nodes and training continues in subsequent phases depending on the number of
nodes and variation in their heterogeneity score. In the present work, training is done in three phases. The nodes are
categorized in three groups based on heterogeneity score computed by primary memory for computation, secondary
memory for storage, floating-point unit to carry out operations on floating point numbers and bandwidth. Nodes with
high heterogeneity score participate in training in the first phase, nodes with average score join in the second phase and
other nodes are allowed in the third phase of training.

4.4 Results

We experimentally provide a solution for federated learning in a resource-constrained environment. Our goal is not to
achieve state-of-the-art accuracy but to solve the existing heterogeneity problem. We focus on situations where clients
have high, moderate and lower heterogeneity scores.
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Figure 3: Equitable-FL performance during training per round for three phases.

The improvement in testing accuracy over the communication round for all datasets during the training in three different
phases are shown in Figure 3. The performance of lightweight FL with the LTH is comparable to vanilla FL. We
additionally observe that FL with the LTH needs a few more rounds for proximate accuracy. The total number of
communication rounds used to evaluate models is 50, 70, and 80 during the first, second and third phases, respectively.
The second and third phases show a marginal drop in accuracy compared to the first phase for the MNIST and
F −MNIST datasets, where sparsity increased to 80% and 70%, respectively. Conversely, performance on the
CIFAR − 10 dataset decreases significantly over the increase in sparsity using The LTH approach. However,
Brain−MRI and PlantV illage dataset performs nicely over the same approach, with sparsity increased to 50%
and 80%, respectively.

Performance of the LTH on FL: We evaluate the LTH for FL, using the distinct model architectures, for three
benchmark datasets, MNIST , F −MNIST and CIFAR−10, and two application-specific datasets, Brain−MRI
data and PlantV illage data. In Table 2, we show the performance and the sparsity percentage of models with their
settings in all three phases: (1) In the first phase, the performance of vanilla FL on all mentioned datasets are 98.8%,
90.3%, 62.7%, 58.1%, and 89.3%, respectively. (2) In the next phase, when we employ the LTH approach for the first
time, the performance of 30% sparse FL on the MNIST , F −MNIST , Brain−MRI and PlantV illage datasets
is 98.5%, 89.6%, 63.3%, 90.9% respectively, and the performance of 20% sparse FL on the CIFAR− 10 dataset is
56.0%. (3) In the last phase, we employ the LTH approach again for additional sparsity of models, resulting in 80%
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sparse FL on the MNIST and PlantV illage datasets with the accuracy of 96.9% and 89.5% respectively, for 50%,
60%, and 70% sparse FL on the Brain −MRI , CIFAR − 10 and F −MNIST datasets exhibit 65.8%, 54.1%,
and 86.8% accuracy respectively.

Phase 1
S. No. Dataset #Samples Rounds # Nodes LTH Sparsity(%) Acc.(%)

1 MNIST 500

50

30

No 0

98.8
2 F −MNIST 500 30 90.3
3 CIFAR− 10 5000 6 62.7
4 Brain−MRI 320 9 58.1
5 PlantV illage 500 6 89.3

(a) Performance of the model without sparsity (Vanilla FL) in the first phase.

Phase 2
S. No. Dataset #Samples Rounds # Nodes LTH Sparsity(%) Acc.(%)

1 MNIST 500

70

60

1st time

30 98.5
2 F −MNIST 500 60 30 89.6
3 CIFAR− 10 5000 12 20 56.0
4 Brain−MRI 320 18 30 63.3
5 PlantV illage 500 12 30 90.9

(b) Performance of the model with moderate sparsity in the second phase.

Phase 3
S. No. Dataset #Samples Rounds # Nodes LTH Sparsity(%) Acc.(%)

1 MNIST 500

80

100

2nd time

80 96.9
2 F −MNIST 500 100 70 86.8
3 CIFAR− 10 5000 20 60 54.1
4 Brain−MRI 320 30 50 65.8
5 PlantV illage 500 20 80 89.5

(c) Performance of the model for an increase in sparsity in the third phase.

Table 2: The performance of the Equitable-FL in terms of accuracy during phase 1 a, phase 2 b and phase 3 c on MNIST ,
F −MNIST , CIFAR− 10, Brain−MRI and PlantV illage datasets.

Effect of the LTH on FL for model size compaction: We figured model size compaction after applying the LTH on
FL, and it gives the advantage of space-saving while communicating weights during FL training. Table 3 shows the
observed effects on the compaction of model size. We achieved space savings of 21.7%, 21.7%, 15.2%, 24.5% and
24.4% for MNIST , F −MNIST and CIFAR − 10, Brain −MRI data and PlantV illage data, respectively,
during training in the second phase. Subsequently, it gained 65.2%, 56.5%, 52.5%, 55.4% and 71.4% of space saving
in the third phase for respective datasets.
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Phase 1

S.
No.

Dataset #NNZ
Parameters

Compressed
Model

Size (KB)
1 MNIST 5,882 23
2 F −MNIST 5,882 23
3 CIFAR− 10 1,63,02,086 58,560
4 Brain−MRI 20,14,044 7,247
5 PlantV illage 1,34,367 487

(a) Description of Non-zero parameters and compressed size of the model in Vanilla FL.

Phase 2

S.
No.

Dataset # NNZ
Parameters

# Zero
Parameters

Compressed
Model

Size (KB)
Space

Saving(%)
1 MNIST 4,113 1,769 18 21.7
2 F −MNIST 4,113 1,769 18 21.7
3 CIFAR− 10 1,30,41,832 32,60,254 49,631 15.2
4 Brain−MRI 14,10,020 6,04,024 5,468 24.5
5 PlantV illage 94,054 40,313 368 24.4

(b) Description of Non-zero parameters, compressed size and space-saving of the model in the second phase.

Phase 3

S.
No.

Dataset # NNZ
Parameters

# Zero
Parameters

Compressed
Model

Size (KB)
Space

Saving(%)
1 MNIST 1,261 4,621 8 65.2
2 F −MNIST 1,832 4,050 10 56.5
3 CIFAR− 10 63,70,002 99,32,084 27,778 52.5
4 Brain−MRI 10,07,339 10,06,705 4021 55.4
5 PlantV illage 26,962 1,07,405 139 71.4

(c) Description of Non-zero parameters, compressed size and space saving of the model in the third phase.

Table 3: Overview of Non-zero parameters, compressed size and space-saving of the Equitable-FL during phase 1 a, phase 2
b and phase 3 c on MNIST , F −MNIST , CIFAR− 10, Brain−MRI and PlantV illage datasets.

Phase 2 Phase 3
S. No. Dataset Speed-up Acc.(%) Speed-up Acc.(%)

1 MNIST 1.43x 98.5 4.66x 96.9
2 F −MNIST 1.43x 89.6 3.21x 86.8
3 CIFAR− 10 1.25x 56.0 2.56x 54.1
4 Brain−MRI 1.43x 63.3 1.99x 65.8
5 PlantV illage 1.43x 90.9 4.98x 89.5

Table 4: Speed-up gained during the sparsification in the first and second phase on all five datasets.

Effect of the LTH on FL for lowering operations on training: After applying the LTH to FL, we computed execution
speed-up using equation 3 for training different dataset-specific models. Table 4 depicts the computed speed-up value.
We gained speed-up of 1.43x, 1.43x, 1.25x, 1.43x, and 1.43x in the second phase and 4.66x, 3.21x, 2.56x, 1.99x, and
4.98x in the third phase for MNIST , F −MNIST and CIFAR− 10, Brain−MRI data and PlantV illage data,
respectively.

4.5 Discussion

The findings support the objective of Equitable-FL, which is to gradually use the LTH in the FL to promote weaker
client participation in a resource-constrained environment. Figure 3 shows the training performed during three phases.

10
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It demonstrates that the model needs more rounds to achieve comparable accuracy over the increase in sparsity. The
effectiveness of the Equitable-FL can be examined on two factors:

• Space-saving
• Speed-up

The FL is affected by resource heterogeneity and scarcity, which is quantified by the heterogeneity score. Using
this, model training over multiple phases yields remarkable performance. Three benchmark datasets, MNIST ,
F −MNIST , and CIFAR − 10, as well as application-specific datasets for PlantV illage and Brain −MRI
imaging, are used to validate the Equitable-FL. The findings illustrate that accuracy remains very close, but at the same
time, space-saving is gained. Brain −MRI and PlantV illage datasets give better accuracy over the sparsifying
to achieve higher space-saving and speed-up. Unlike the problem statement, when there is no problem of resource
heterogeneity or scarcity, the model reduces to vanilla FL with only one phase. We observed that the Equitable-FL is
able to match the model size with the resource requirement to overcome the heterogeneity and scarcity problem.

5 Conclusion

This work exploited the LTH progressively in the FL to facilitate weaker client participation in a resource-constrained
environment. An extensive analysis of the Equitable-FL was presented for application-specific datasets, Brain−MRI
data and PlantV illage data, along with three benchmark datasets MNIST , F −MNIST and CIFAR− 10. The
performance was evaluated in a phased manner to draw the effectiveness of the Equitable-FL. The results showed that
accuracy remains close but found phenomenal model space-saving, except for the CIFAR− 10 dataset. A significant
loss in accuracy was observed for model space saving of 15.2% and 52.5% in the second and third phases, respectively,
in CIFAR− 10. Brain−MRI and PlantV illage datasets give an accuracy of 58.1% and 89.3% in the first phase,
63.3% and 90.9% on space-saving of 24.5% and 24.4% in the second phase, and 65.8% and 89.5% on space-saving of
25.4% and 71.4% in the third phase. Sparsity reduces the floating points for computation during training and achieves
a speed-up of 1.43x for both datasets in the second phase and 1.99x and 4.98x in the third phase, respectively. The
results confirmed the effectiveness of the Equitable-FL in a resource-constrained environment that is characterized by
resource heterogeneity and scarcity. Equitable-FL was able to match the accuracy of vanilla FL with a reduced model
size and increased speed-up. However, some resource rich nodes may have large datasets that can cause long delays in
training periods. Equitable-FL needs to be modified to cater to such disparity in size of data sets on nodes.
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